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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Diesel Creative Team

Urban Concrete Pendant Light by
Diesel Living with Lodes

Inspired by concrete bollards seen in urban areas, the Urban
Concrete pendant has a beautiful domed shape that is universal
and clean. Despite its heavy and concrete block appearance, the
pendant light is made from metal which means it is lightweight
and airy. The inside has a white finish to create a soft glow that is
diffused and directed downwards.

Suitable for application over tables and surfaces, as well as a
main central light, the Urban Concrete pendant lamp is available
in 3 chic colours, pink dust, soft grey and tough grey. The
pendant is also available in 4 sizes, 25, 50, 60, 80 with 25 being
the smallest and 80 being the largest. You can mix and match
sizes and colours to create variety in your interior or have one
size and colour for a more minimalist aesthetic. Perfect for many
settings to add a sophisticated and intriguing touch.

The 25 size comes with a matt white ceiling canopy whilst
the 50, 60 and 80 sizes come with a black ceiling canopy. The
25 size is available with a variety of different ceiling canopies
and is also suitable to create a cluster suspension of varying
sizes and configurations when purchased alongside a Diesel
Living with Lodes multiple ceiling canopy. Please contact us
for more info and prices.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 25 - 1 x max 25W E27 LED (excluded)
50 - 1 x max 25W E27 G95 LED (excluded)
60 - 1 x max 25W E27 G95 LED (excluded)
80 - 1 x max 25W E27 G95 LED (excluded)

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Dimmable via mains phase dimming

Dimensions: 25 - Ø25cm, H 23.3cm
50 - Ø50cm, H 35.8cm
60 - Ø60cm, H 40.8cm
80 - Ø80cm, H 50.8cm

25 - Ø12.5cm ceiling canopy
50/60/80 - Ø12.7cm ceiling canopy
400cm cable length
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